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“GO GREEN!” CONCERT & HEALTHY EXPO 

1ST annual, 2-day event to preserve the earth’s resources and nature now. 

 
‘NO NUKES’ BANDS & MUSICIANS, who performed at the five, NYC 

concerts in 1979: Crosby, Stills & Nash, Jackson Browne, James Taylor, Carly 
Simon, John Hall, Bonnie Raitt, Bruce Springsteen and The E Street Band, 
Chaka Khan, The Doobie Brothers, Jesse Colin Young, Gil Scott-Heron, Tom 
Petty & The Heartbreakers, and Poco. 
 

NEW ‘GREEN’ BANDS committed to protecting the earth’s resources and 

nature: Thirty Seconds to Mar, Maroon 5, Foo Fighters, John Legend, REM, Adele, The Dave 
Matthews Band, Green Day, U2, Sheryl Crow, Pearl Jam, Linkin Park, Cold Play, Phish, Jack 
Johnson, Fun, Barenaked Ladies, Counting Cows, Red Hot Chili Peppers, Norah Jones, etc. 
 

ACTORS with a personal affinity to this cause will be invited to attend the concert 

and also appear in cameos during the filming of the concert scenes. 
 

MUSIC FANS from all generations—from the 60s and 70s to 

today—will establish a commitment to work together now and improve 
the health of the earth and its residents.  

 

SURVIVORS will be present including those affected by Three Mile Island 

(1979), Chernobyl (1986), and Fukushima (2011).  
 

 
PATIENT-SUPPORT ORGANIZATIONS: Patients and caregivers can speak 

with representatives about receiving support and assistance from: National Multiple Sclerosis, 
National Lung Cancer Society, American Cancer Society, National Brain Tumor Society, 
Leukemia and Lymphoma Society, Thyroid Cancer Survivors’ Association, Breast Cancer Fund, 
Livestrong, etc.  
 

ORGANIC FOOD & BEVERAGE COMPANIES to provide samples and educate. 
 

RENEWABLE ENERGY COMPANIES will educate and offer incentives for change. 
 

NATIONAL MALL WASHINGTON, D.C. 

This annual 2-day event is to take place under the cherry blossoms of 
the Yoshino trees, a gift from Japan in 1912 to foster friendship. It is 
under this pink light of hope that the stage will be set for a shift in 
consciousness to precipitate necessary action. 
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JILL MURPHY LONG is the filmmaker with the energy and determination to create films that the 

world needs to see now. Her films illuminate cultural and societal injustices while actively 
integrating environmental issues worthy of intelligent discussion and spur action.  
 
The final scenes of MELTDOWN will be filmed at the concert and expo. Jill wrote this feature 
film about the 1979 nuclear accident at Three Mile Island because she was diagnosed with a 
brain tumor and many of her classmates and neighbors are also sick.  
 
This is a story about how one woman digs for answers, the truth, and solutions for safe and 
renewable energy sources. All of her film sets are ‘green’.  
 
Jill Murphy Long can be reached at: 970 846 1428 (PST) or MELTDOWNthefilm@gmail.com              
 
 

STRAIGHT UP ENTERTAINMENT 
       

SCOTT KERR is the founder of Straight UP Entertainment.  

 
With more than twenty years of producing world-class, national events that attract large 
audiences, he has repeatedly and successfully created great experiences for the participants 
and provides efficient, turnkey marketing solutions and results for corporate partners.  
 
To participate or sponsor, please contact Scott Kerr at: 801 718 5565 (MST) or 
skerr.su@gmail.com  
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